
 
 

Fit 4 Start #9 – Graduated startups 

ICT 
 

AnoteMusic LU Investment platform for music rights. ANote created a marketplace for music 
rights where rights owners - such as artists, songwriters, record labels and 
publishers – are able to sell their future royalty flows to investors. 
 

Datacue SG E-commerce is all about conversion, how many visitors turn to buyers. DataCue 
helps any e-commerce improve their conversion using personalization. 
DataCue shows different content in these widgets for each visitor. 
 

Quantego LU Quantego has developed QUASAR, an intelligent computing technology that 
empowers companies to optimize their most challenging decision problems in 
the face of uncertainty. QUASAR’s technology is based on the latest advances 
in machine learning and math programming.  
 

Rebolet GE Technological system to help companies convert returns and overstock into 
sustainable profits. Clients track and control the flow of items from our online 
portal, providing them with transparency over the reselling process, tailoring 
the solution for every client. 
 

Symvio LU Symvio is a cloud-based software solution that addresses technical facility 
managers and owners of large commercial buildings faced with increasing cost 
pressure to increase efficiency and productivity of technical building 
operations by, e.g., reducing the impact of unscheduled and undetected 
deviations in the operation of critical equipment, such as ventilation systems. 
 

Wearhealth GE WearHealth derives from the combination of state-of-the-art machine learning 
methodologies with a focus on an interoperable software platform rather than 
a specific wearable/IoT device. 
It enables to move from reactive to proactive prevention by providing context-
rich insights about worker safety and health hazards in real time. 
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HEALTHTECH 
 

Cohesys CA Developing surgical adhesives for reduction of bone fracture.  

 

HuMiX LU Spin-off from the University of Luxembourg, developing microbiome 
diagnostic for Colorectal cancer (‘CRC’) treatment.  

 

ViewMind AR Developing an early Alzheimer diagnostic solution. 
 

 

XScope GE Developing an e-stethoscope for COPD diagnosis.  
 

 

 

SPACE 
 

GlobeEye FR GlobeEye develops new sets of data and insights based on satellite 
images and their interpretation, relying on frontier technologies in deep 
learning and big data. Notably, it provides economic and financial 
implications of those datasets 
 

NoHunger   
(3DFarms) 

UK Aeroponics is NASA space technology. 3Dfarms optimises this technology 
to achieve 50x less expensive and 2x more productive vertical farms. 
 

Respectus  LU RespectUs provides space companies with a one-stop-shop online tool to 
manage compliance risk and licenses. The solution will enable companies 
to prove their compliance and to ensure their reputation in their market. 
 

WEO LU WEO provides spatial and seasonal information on land cover and 
derivatives for a diverse range of applications such as food security 
monitoring, sustainable urban planning, drought monitoring, resource 
management and water allocation. 
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